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The second phase of the conditioning program begins
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in January. Our HICE program is the second component
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Fig1 Athlete’s heart rate responding to our forward and striker workouts

The rest-to-work ratio in our conditioning pro-

fitness sessions spent above 80% of the athlete’s

athlete’s heart rate responds to our forward and

grams is dictated initially by the time of year.

MHR.

striker workouts.

are looking for the athlete to be able to repeat

The final component to our conditioning pro-

During a soccer game, an athlete will sprint for

high effort performances at full speed with lim-

gram is our SSE program (a.k.a. simulated game),

only a minor part of game time. But, sprinting

ited-to-no mental breakdown. From January to

which is introduced to our team in June. This

accounts for a huge part of the physiological de-

March, we break into four groups and have a 3:1

component duplicates the position-specific

mands of soccer. The ability to recover from high

rest-to-work ratio. From spring break through

activities the athlete performs in competition.

intensity efforts is a significant factor in perfor-

June, we use three groups or a 2:1 ratio. From

This program helps facilitate the transition from

mance at the highest levels. Therefore, condi-

July through pre-season, we ask the athletes to

running in a straight line to performing the

tioning for soccer has to be appropriate for the
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physical demands of each position. We ask that

game of soccer. The demands of running a series
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As our programs approach the pre-season, we

A guideline similar to the rest-to-work ratio helps

and where appropriate. We use heart rate re-

us identify individuals who need more or less

sponse and a stop watch to monitor progress.

In the beginning of researching how we were

attention. From January to March, the interval

Our SSE program is broken up by position and

going to administer the four components we felt

workouts are evaluated as a “success” if the ath-

the demands are tailored to how each individual

were necessary for our athletes to have a success-

lete exceeds more than 80% of their maximum

plays the game. Our center backs are expected

ful program available to them, we questioned

heart rate (MHR) during the work phase, and can

to make 80 or more high intensity runs, center

how we would hold them accountable. With

recover to less than 70% during the rest period.

midfielders more than 90, forwards 100 or more,

VO2max testing taking time, money, and space,

From spring break through June, the expecta-

outside backs greater than 120, and our outside

we felt that was not a feasible option. Athletes

tion is moved up to 85% and 75% respectively.

midfielders over 140 in a typical workout prior

need a non-evasive means of evaluating exer-

Then, from July through pre-season, we are try-

to the start of the season. The distances of the

cise intensity that provides instant feedback.

ing to replicate the cardiovascular stress that the

runs can change due to position, game simula-

player will incur during a game. We use 90% dur-

tion, and formation responsibility within our sys-

For example, our HICE program is based on a

ing the work phase and 80% for our rest. During

tem of play. We break up the number of runs into

study which recommends using an alterna-

the season, we expect to have more than 80% of

two halves to simulate a half-time break as well.

tive to laboratory testing to determine lactate

the total duration of our small sided games or

See figure 1 (above) for an example of how an

threshold. It indicates to have athletes train at a
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Anaerobic Maximum

Improve anaerobic system, improve PCr and glycolytic
pathways, and lactate threshold

Anaerobic Sub-Maximum

Initiate intermittent training, improve recovery abilities,
and blood lactate metabolism

Aerobic Maximum

Improve aerobic system, increase oxidative capacity,
and enhance intermittent training

Aerobic Sub-Maximum

Utilize fat mobilization, oxidative capacity, and improve
running economy

Recovery

Clear waste products, and increase blood ﬂow

Table 1
Defining Heart Rate
Training Zones
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